Case-control association studies in mixed populations: correcting using genomic control.
Case-control association studies in mixed populations can result in spurious disease-marker associations if subpopulation disease prevalence and marker frequencies both differ. Genomic control (GC) uses neutral loci to correct for spurious association (due to population stratification), but how well this works remains undetermined. We simulated and mixed populations with different disease and marker frequencies but without marker-disease association. We generated case-control datasets, calculated the chi2 for disease association with each marker, and applied two GC procedures, dividing by the mean chi2 or median-chi2/0.456. Corrections became conservative (false positive rate [FPR] <5%) with increasing subpopulation prevalence and marker differences. The mean correction resulted in FPRs close to 5% at average subpopulation allele frequency differences <0.26, but inclusion of just a few markers with large frequency differences resulted in conservative FPRs. FPRs from the median correction were mostly conservative but became anticonservative when a few markers with large frequency differences were included. GC can both lead to a notable loss of power to detect a true association (conservative) in many circumstances or may fail to eliminate the spurious associations (anticonservative). The mean correction factor is useful in certain situations to correct population stratification, but it is difficult to know when those situations exist.